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Abstract. There is considered the image of the symplectic cobordism ring fl|p in

the unoriented cobordism ring Nt. A polynomial subalgebra of N* is exhibited, with

all generators in dimensions divisible by 16, such that the image is contained in the

polynomial subalgebra. The methods combine the A-theory characteristic numbers

as used by Stong with the use of the Landweber-Novikov ring.

Let AT be a closed smooth manifold of dimension k. For n large, AT can be

embedded in Sin + k in essentially only one way. Let v denote the normal bundle of

the embedding. We say that M is quaternionic if v has the structure of a quater-

nionic vector bundle. Stong [11] proved that in dimensions k<24 all Stiefel-

Whitney numbers of a quaternionic manifold AT" vanish. In his thesis, David Segal

[8] extended this to dimensions k<32. He also showed the existence of a quater-

nionic AT32 unorientedly cobordant to [FF(2)]16.

To put the situation more generally, there is the unoriented cobordism ring

N* = 1,Nk, and there is a quaternionic cobordism group Q|p = 2 ^l" [10]. There isa

natural homomorphism Q|p -> TV*, and Im (D|p -> TV*) is the subalgebra of TV*

consisting of all cobordism classes represented by quaternionic manifolds M. 1

am not able to compute this image, but I do give an upper bound to the image and

now turn to an outline of the method. In their more widely ranging studies

of symplectic cobordism, both Porter [14] and Segal have recently obtained very

closely related results.

Let A' denote a graded vector space over Z2 with basis consisting of all sR, where

F ranges over all sequences R = (rlf r2,...) of nonnegative integers with 2 rk<co

and where degiB= ^krk. Landweber [5] and Novikov [7] put a Hopf algebra

structure on A'. The product can be defined as composition of operators. Namely

each sR acts on any polynomial algebra Z2[xx,..., xm} by

s0(xt) = xh

sA«(xù=4 + 1   where    A, = (0,..., 0, 1, 0,...),

sR(Xi) = 0   if F # 0 and F + Ak,

sB(yz) =      2     sBi(y)sR2(z).
R1 + B2=R
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The mod 2 Steenrod algebra y can be considered as a subalgebra of A' by identify-

ing Sqk with jfcAi. There is also the subalgebra F of A' generated by jA2 and all the

Sqk. As always, A'/T+ A' has a natural coproduct where F+ consists of all sums

of elements of F of positive degree. Its dual algebra is a polynomial algebra with

generators in each dimension 2k (k> 1), each 2(2k— 1) where k^2>, and each 2k

withk=£2i. More specifically, we show in §4 that A' is a free left F-module with basis

elements sR for all R with r2<_i = 0, r2k_j = 0 mod 2 for k^2', r2fc = 0 mod 2.

Now let MO denote the Thorn spectrum of the orthogonal group, so that

irk(MO) is the unoriented cobordism group Nk. There is the pairing

H*(MO;Z2)®Nif->Z2

sending sR ® [M] into the normal characteristic number mod 2 sR[M]. We may

identify H*(MO; Z2) with A' and obtain A'k ® Nk^Z2. According to Thorn [12],

(A'/^+-A')k®Nk^Z2

is a dual pairing.

Define Pk<^Nk to be all cobordism classes [M] of Nk such that (äa25b)[A/] = 0,

for all R of degree A: —2. Then P = J,Pk is a subalgebra of A* and Pfc is the dual

group of (A'/T + A')k. In §5 we show that we can select a basis [M2], [M4], [M5],...

for the polynomial algebra A* such that P is the subalgebra generated by all

[M2"-1]2 for fc#2>, [M2"]2, [M2fc] for k*V.

Similarly define U to be the subalgebra of A' generated by s A2, s2^ and all S^fc.

In §4 the structure of A'/U + A' is computed. In §5 we let QkczNk he all [M] with

(saO[M] = 0,    degree R = k-2,

(s2^sB)[M] = 0,   degree R = ft-4.

We show that 0 = 2 Ok is given by Q=P2.

Consider now the spectrum MSp coming from the symplectic group. Then

Q%p = -n-*(MSp). There is the pairing

H*iMSp;Z2)®Q.%"->Z2.

We can regard H*(MSp;Z2) as another copy of the Hopf algebra A', with

generators 'SR. The two key remarks of §3 which make possible the use of A' are

the following: if [M] e Qfg then

('SA2.'SR)[M] = 0mod2,    R of degree k-2;

if [M] e Q.%% then

ÇS2A2-'SR)[M] = 0 mod 2,   degree R = k-4.

These assertions are proved by a very standard use of y^-theory, in particular the

Adams operations. §§2 and 3 are largely devoted to a proof of these remarks.
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The homomorphism Q*" -*■ TV* comes from a map of spectra g: MSp -> MO.

We have

g*(siR) = 'SR,       g*(sR') = 0   ifR'^4R.

Hence if [AT] e Im (Q%p -*- TV*) then

(siA2-sR)[M] = 0,       (s8A2SB)[M] = 0,

sR'[M} = 0,       R' ¥= 4R.

It follows without difficulty that

Im (QJP -»- TV*) c ß4 = F8.

That is, there is a basis [AT2], [AT4], [AT5], • • • for TV* such that Im (Q*p -> TV*) is

contained in the polynomial subalgebra generated by

[AT2]16,    [AT4]16,    [AT5]16,    [AT6]8,    ....

Here AT2" and AT2'"1 for / =£2' occur to the power 16, M2k for k^2i to the power 8.

This is one of the two main theorems of the paper.

While about it, it is easy to prove a similar assertion for another natural sub-

algebra F of TV*. Let E2k consist of all cobordism classes N2k which are represented

by weakly almost complex manifolds M for which all Chern numbers

c2r + xCh---ch[M]

vanish. We prove that E<^P* so that Fis contained in the subalgebra generated by

[M2f,    [AT4]8,    [AT5]8,    [AT6]4,    ....

This is the other principal theorem of the paper. We conjecture that E=P*; at

least as in §1 one can construct a few nonzero elements of F. In fact, in a later paper

we hope to prove E=Pi using methods similar to those of Stong [11].

1. A few examples.    The purpose of this section is to prove the following.

Theorem. There is a closed smooth manifold AT16", unorientedly cobordant to

[FF(2«)]8, whose stable tangent bundle

r(M)-l6neKO(M)

is of the form 2y where y e KO(M).

Proof. Consider the complex Grassmann manifold

M16n =   CM(4«, 2)

consisting of all 2-dimensional vector subspaces Kof Cin + 2. There is the bundle ¿5

associating with each V e M all x e V, the trivial bundle 4«+ 2 associating with V
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all x e C4n + 2, and f1 associating with V all xe VL where V1 is the orthogonal

complement of V in C4n + 2. The tangent bundle to M is [4]

t(M) = Homc (f, e)

= Homc(f,4/7 + 2)-Homc(i,f)

= (4íi+2)|-Home(fí).

There is the operator a: Homc (f, f) -» Homc (f, f) where «(9) is the adjoint

93* of 93. Clearly a is a conjugate linear involution. Let

A+  = {cp : a(cp) = cp), A.  = {cp : a(<p) =  -cp}.

Then

Homc(|, i) = A++A_

and multiplication by i is a real isomorphism between A+ and A-. Hence

Homc (t, 0 is of the form 2x in KO(M), and r(M) -\6n = 2y for some y e KO(M).

The equation [CM(4n, 2)]=[RP(2n)]B follows readily from the equations

[CM(n,k)] = [RM(n,k)f, [RM(2n,2k)] = [CM(n,k)f. Here CM(n,k) consists

of all A-dimensional complex vector subspaces of Cn~k and RM(n, k) of all real

A-dimensional real subspaces of Rn~k. Each of these follows from the theorem [1]:

Let T: M -> M he a smooth involution on the closed smooth manifold M2n, with

fixed point set F of dimension n; if the normal bundle to F has the same Stiefel-

Whitney classes as the tangent bundle of F, then [Af] = [F]2.

Consider R^ + ™=cn + k, and let M=RM(2n, 2k). There is F: M^ M defined

by T(V) = I(V) where / is multiplication by i. The fixed point set F is clearly

CM(n, k). The inclusion i:F<^M induces i*r(M) and

i*T(M) = UomR(i*i,i*e).

For V e F, we have F is a complex vector space and

Horns (V, VL) = Homc(K, V^ + Hom'c (V, V1)

where the second term denotes all conjugate linear homomorphisms. Now

Homc (/*£, Z*!1) is the tangent bundle t(F), hence the normal bundle 7? to F in

M is

Hence

77 = Uom'c (i*£, i*t).

Í(F) = i*(i) ®c i*iL,       v = i*f ®c i*(
*£-L

These two bundles have the same Chern classes reduced mod 2, hence they have

the same Stiefel-Whitney classes. The second equation follows. The first follows

readily from [1, pp. 64-65].
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It is possible to put the above construction a little more generally, but I do not

know how to take advantage of the added generality. Namely suppose AT is a

closed smooth manifold whose stable tangent bundle is of the form 2y for some

y e KO(M). Let £ be a smooth complex bundle over M and let CAT(2|, 2) denote

the space of all two-dimensional vector subspaces of fibers of 2f. Then AT'

= CM(2f, 2) has stable tangent bundle of the form 2z for some z e KO(M').

Note that we can make AT16" weakly almost complex by assigning to its stable

tangent bundle the complex structure of the complexification of y. In this complex

structure we have c2r + i(M 16n) = 0 since on the one hand c2r + i(M1Bn) is torsion and

on the other hand TT*(M16n) has no torsion. Hence

C2r + l<V - 'ci^M    n] = 0

whether the Chern numbers are those of the tangent bundle or the normal bundle.

That is, [FF(2«)]8 g E16n.

2. The spectra of Thom spaces. Let | be the canonical complex line bundle

over Fi/(1), and let r¡ be the canonical quaternionic line bundle over BSp(l). There

is a map

g:BU(l)^BSp(l)

with g*(rj) = i + i. Let i? = T»-2 in K(BSp(l)). Then K(BSp(l)) is the ring of formal

power series Z[[v}]. We may take H*(BSp(l)) as Z[u] for u e H\BSp(l)), and

suppose

ch v = u + higher order terms.

Also if <ji2 is the Adams operation,

g*nv-2) = nm-2) = e+~e-2 = (t+i-2y+4(t+ï-2)

so that <fi2(v) = 4v + v2. More generally we can identify K*(BSp(l)) with K*(pt)[[v}}.

Similarly we can consider v' = r¡—l as an element of F04( )%KSp( ) and

KO*(BSp(\)) = KO*(pt)[[v'}}.

The natural homomorphism KO*( ) -*■ K*( ) maps v' into v and v'n into vn.

One can next check that

H*(BSp(l) x ■ ■ ■ x BSp(l)) X Z[ux, ■■■, un},

KO*(BSp(l) x • • • xBSp(l)) X KO*(pt)[[v'i,..., v'n}},

K*(BSp(l) x • • • x BSp(l)) X K*(pt)[[vi,..., vn}},

where ch vt = u¡ + higher order terms, i/)2(vi) = 4vi + vf, KO*( )->K*( ) maps v[

into t»¡.

One can use Dold's theorem [2] on the natural map

BSp(l) x • • • x BSp(l) -> BSp(n)
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to check that H*iBSpirí)), KO*iBSpirí)), K*iBSpin)) can be identified with the

symmetric terms of

Z[UX, ..., Un],      KO*ipt)[[v'x, ..., V'n]],      K*(Pt)[[Vj, ..., Vn]]

respectively.

Finally we identify MSp(n) with BSp(n)/BSp(n- 1) to obtain an exact sequence

f*
-> h*(MSp(n)) —> h*(BSp(n)) —-* h*(BSp(n-1)) —>■■■

for h = H, KO or K. In each case/* is an epimorphism with kernel the ideal

generated by ux- ■ -un, v'j- ■ -v'n,Vj- ■ -vn, respectively. Hence we identify H*(MSp)

with the ideal of symmetric polynomials of Z[uj,...,un] generated by

ux- ■ -un, K(MSp(ri)) with the ideal of symmetric formal series in Z[[vx,..., vn]]

generated by vx- ■ -vn, and KO*(MSp(n)) with the ideal of symmetric elements of

KO*[[v'x,..., v'n]] generated by v'x- ■ -v'n.

There is the spectrum MSp generated by the MSp(n), and the groups H*(MSp),

KO*(MSp), K*(MSp) defined as inverse limits.

For each sequence R = (rlt r2,..., rk,...) of nonnegative integers with

1-^1 = 2 rk<oo, there is the element 'SR of H*(MSp) represented in H*(MSp(n)) by

S      =   2i, Ml' ' 'Wriwr! + 1 ' ' 'Mr1+r2'Mri+r2 + l ' ' ' U\R\ +1 ' ' ' Un

for n large.

Define \\R\\ =2 krk, so that 'SR e Him(MSp).

Hence we identify H*(MSp) with the free abelian group A generated by all 'SB

for all R. Similarly K(MSp) contains a free abelian group A generated by all SR,

where SR is represented in K(MSp(n)) by

SR = ^v2x- ■ -vf^ + j.- ■ -v?1+r2- ■ -vw + j- ■ -vn.

Moreover ch SR = 'SR + higher order terms.

There is the quaternionic cobordism group Q.k" [10], which may either be regarded

as all bordism classes of closed smooth ^-manifolds with given quaternionic

structure on the stable normal bundle, or as all homotopy classes of maps

y. £4.1 +k _+ MSp(n),    n large.

Given [M] e Qfg represented by/: Sin + ik -> MSp(n) and given 'SR, we get the

integer

'sR[M] = <,f*'sR,ain+iky

where oin + ik is the orientation class of sin + ik. Note that 'SR[M]=0 unless \\R\\

= k. Similarly for each SR e K(MSp), we get the integer

SR[M] = (chf*SR,ain + iky,

and Ss[AF]=0 unless \\R\\Sk. If ||J?||=Jfc, then SR[M] = 'SR[M].
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The above completes the notation concerning the spectrum MSp. Note that an

equivalent discussion holds for MU except for the remarks about KO*. Namely

H*(MU) can be identified with the free abelian group A generated by all 'SR,

where 'SR is represented in H*(MU(n)) by

O      — £ Xxm • 'XTlXri + x • ■ -Xri+r2-     -A|B|+1    • ■ xn.

Similarly if [AT] e Q.2k is represented by /: S2n + 2k -> MU(n), there are the integers

'SR[M}, SR[M} defined as before.

Finally there is the spectrum MO. The cohomology group H*(MO; Z2) can be

identified with the vector space over Z2 with basis all sR where sR is represented in

F?*(AT0(«);Z2)by

S      =   y  Zx' ' '^n^r+l ' ' 'zr!+r2' ' 'Z\R\ +1 ' ' ' zn-

For [M] e Nk, there is the integer mod 2

sR[M} = <f*sR,o'n+ky.

There are natural maps of spectra

MSp -JL+ MU JL> MO.

We assume the following facts :

(a) g*:K(MU) -> K(MSp) is an epimorphism,

(b) we have«*: T7*(ATO;Z2)-^^*(MC/;Z2)givenby«*(j2R) = 'SB mod2,«*(sB)

= 0 if F^2F',

(c) g*: H*(MU;Z2)-+ H*(MSp;Z2) is given by g*('S2R) = 'SR mod 2, g*('SR)

= 0if F#2F'.

3. Divisibility relations among characteristic numbers. Denote by A a free

abelian group with basis elements SR, one for each sequence F = (rl5 r2,...) of

nonnegative integers with \R\ =2 rk<co. Following Landweber [5] and Novikov

[7], there is a multiplication defined on A. Each SR operates as a group homomor-

phism on any polynomial algebra Z[*i,..., xn] with given generators by

S°(xf) = xt,

SA*(x¡) = xk + 1   where Ak = (0,..., 0, 1, 0,...),

SR(Xi) = 0   if F / 0 and F ^ Afc>

SB(yz)=     2     SRi(y)-SR*(z),
Ri + R2 = R

for all y, z eZ[xx,..., xn}.

Given F, F' there exists a unique Te A with SR ° SB' = T on all Z[x1;..., xn}.

In this fashion A becomes an associative ring with unit.
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For each nonnegative integer k there is also an operator

SQk: Z[xj,..., xn]-+Z[xx, ...,xn]

defined by

SQ°(Xi) = x„       SÇH.XÙ = x?,

SQk(xt) = 0   for k > 1,

SQk(yz)=   J   SQXy)-SQ\z).
i + j-k

As operators, we have SQk = S(k-0-°--) and thus we identify SQk with S^-0-^ e A.

There are the formulas

VR(rm\  _ _Uli_ rm+||B|| VOHy™}  —   |W|vm + 'c

S (Xi)~ rxlr2l---im-\R\)lXi        '       ^ ^^ ~ \k)Xl     ■

An element Fe/I is uniquely determined by its operator value T(xxx2- ■ -xn) in

Z[x1;..., xn] for n large. Thus

O   2(^i • • • Xn) = 2_, xlx2 ' ' ' xn,

(SQ1 ■ SQ1 - 2SQ2)(xj ■ • • xn) = 2 2 x\x2 ■ ■ ■ xn,

and hence

(3.1) SA2 = \SQ1SQ1-SQ2.

Similarly

o    2(xx ■ • • Xn) = 2^ XxX2Xa ■ ■ ■ Xn,

(SQ2 ■SQ2-SQ3SQ1-SQ1SQ3 + 2SQi)(x1 ■ ■ ■ xn) = 4 2 x3xx32x3 ■ ■ ■ xn,

and hence

(3.2) S2A2 = i(SQ2 ■ SQ2 - SQ3 ■ SQ1 - SQ1 ■ SQ3 + 2SQ1).

We now turn to the pairing

A®Q.s/-> Z,   SB (g) [M] -> SR[M]

of §2 where  SR e K(MSp).  Let /: Sin + ik -> MSp(n)  and  let SR e K(MSp(n))

where r= \R\ ?¿k. Then

SR = ^V2.---V31 + X---Vim+X---Vn,

rSR = 2 (4«>i + vf)2 ■ • • (4vri + ! + v\ + xy ■ ■ ■

= 4n + rSR+4n + r-1(SQ1-SR)+ ■ ■ ■ +4n-k + 2r(SQk-r-SR)+ ■■■.
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Also

(^2S«)[M] = <ch/*^S«,cT4n + 4fc>

= 4n + fc<ch/*SB, <74n + 4fc> = 4n + fcS*[AT].

Combining the two equations and dividing by 4«-fc + 2r, we get

(3.3)   42k~2'SR[M} = 4k~rSR[M}+ ■ ■ ■ + 4(Sß*-r-1SR)[M] + (SÖ'£-r-Ss)[AT].

Recall here that [AT] e Qfg and that \\R\\=r^k.

(3.4) Corollary. For each [AT] e Qfg and each SR of degree r<k, we have

(SQk-r-SR)[M} = 0mod4.

(3.5) If[M}e Q{jg and if SR e K(MSp) is of degree r < 2k, then (SQ2k "r ■ SB)[M]

= 0 mod 8.

Proof. Consider MSp(2n), and consider first F with ||F|| odd. Since ||F|| is odd,

in KO*(MSp(2n)) there is the element

z = ^v'i2- ■ -v'3 + x- ■ -v\Rl+x- ■ -v'2n

and KO*( ) -*■ K( ) maps z into SR. Since KO*( )xKSp( ), we may as well suppose

that SR is a quaternionic bundle. Then

SR[MSk} = <chf*(SR),o8n + 8k>

and since we can consider f*(SR) e KSp(S3n + 8k), we get Sfl[AT]=0 mod 2. In

particular if ||F||=2Jfc-l, (3.3) then gives 12Ss[A/8fc] = (Sß1-SK)[A/8'c] and hence

(Sg'-S^fM] = 0mod8,        ||F|| = 2k-l.

The general case now follows from (3.3), for (St22fc-r"1-SB)[AT] = 0 mod 2, by the

case already treated.

We can now convert (3.4) and (3.5) into remarks about cohomology character-

istic numbers.

(3.6) For all [Mik} e Qfg and all 'SR e Hik~B(MSp) we have

('SA2-'SB)[Mik] = 0mod2.

Here the product is that of A = H*(MSp).

Proof. We have

('SA2.'SB)[AT] = (S^-SB)[AT]

= (tiSQ1-SQ1-SQ?)-SK)[M] = 0 mod 2

by (3.4).

(3.7) For all [MBk} e Qgg and all 'SR e Hak-16(MSp) we have

('S2*2.'SR)[M8k} = 0mod2.
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Proof. We have

('S2^-'SR)[M} = (S2**-SR)[M}

= (\(SQ2 ■ SQ2 - SQ3 ■ SQ1 - SQ1 ■ SQ3 + 2Sg4) • SR)[M]

= 0 mod 2

by (3.5).

We shall next see that (3.6) applies to a considerably more general class of

manifolds M.

Consider H*(MU(2n)) as the ideal of H*(BU(2n)) generated by c2n. In particular,

consider H*(MU(2n)) as a module over H*(BU(2n)). The natural map

g: MSp(ri) -* MU(2n) then has

g* : H*(MV(2n)) -* H*(MSp(n))

an epimorphism with kernel the submodule generated by t\, c3,..., c2k + 1, ■ ■ ■■

Hence if

g* : K(MU(2n)) -> K(MSp(n))

has  g*(F) = 0,   then   ch F has   every  term   in   the   submodule   generated   by

Consider now the pairing

F(Mt7) <g> £2^->Z,       T®[M}-> T[M}.

It follows readily from the above that if g*(F) = 0 and if every Chern number of

Mik involving any c2r + i vanishes, then T[Mik} = 0. Recall that

g*:K(MU)->K(MSp)

is also an epimorphism. Given SB e K(MSp), select TeK(MU) with g*(T) = SB.

Given [M4l]6ÎÎ4° such that every Chern number of M involving any c2r + 1

vanishes, then define SÄ[Af4fc] = F[M4,£]. Note that SB[Mik} is an integer.

We next see that (3.3) holds for this wider class of manifolds. Recall that

O*" -> Q.% maps Í2*p into the subalgebra Wof fig consisting of all [Mik} such that

every Chern number of [Mik] involving any c2r + i vanishes. Moreover Q.%" -> W

is an isomorphism modulo 2-torsion groups. Hence given [AT4fc] e W there is 2s

with 2s[Mik} e Im £21". Then (3.3) holds for 2sMik and hence also for Mik. We

can now easily obtain the following.

(3.8) Suppose that [Mik] e £2^ has all Chern numbers involving any c2r + 1 vanish-

ing. Then for every 'SB in H*(MSp) with ||F||=A:, the number 'SB[Mik] is well

defined and ('SA*-'SR)[Mik] = 0 mod 2, ||F||=Â;-2.

4. The mod 2 algebra A (g> Z2. We now set up the machinery to properly

utilize (3.7) and (3.8). The starting point is the work of Landweber on the

Landweber-Novikov algebra.
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Let A' he a vector space over Z2 with basis consisting of all sR where R ranges

over all sequences R = (rx, r2,...) of nonnegative integers with 2rk<0°- Every

element of A' acts on any polynomial algebra Z2[xx,..., xn] exactly as in §3. This

determines an associative ring structure on A', and A' = A ®Z2. There are also

operators

Sq : Z2[xj,..., xn] —>Z2[Xj,..., xn\

exactly as before, and we consider Sqk = s(k-°-'"' e A'. Moreover A' is a Hopf

algebra with coproduct

^«) -   2  ■
RX+R2=R

Denote by S^czA' the subalgebra generated by all the Sqk, k^O. Reasoning of

the type of Milnor (see Landweber again) shows that 6r° has as additive basis all sR

for all R = (rx, r2,...) such that rk = 0 whenever k is not of the form 2'— 1.

We can now set the problem of this section. Denote by T<=-A' the subalgebra

generated by s^ and by all Sqk; denote by U^A' the subalgebra generated by sA2,

by j2A2, and by all Sqk. Then Ä is a left F-module and there is A'/T+ -A'. Moreover

A' is a left £/-module and there is A'/U+-A'. In this section we determine the

structure of A'/T+ A' and A'/U+ -A'.

Linearly order the sequences R by

(i) R<R' if UAH <|*'||,
(ii) R<R' if ||Ä| = ||Ä'| and if ri=r'lt. ..,rk = r'k, rk + 1>r'k + x.

Note that this is a well-ordering, since for any k there are only a finite number of

R with ||/?|| =k.

For any *, *' we have

sRsR'(xj■■■xm) = sB(2 x\■ ■ ■ x2r{x\ + !•••)

= a(R,R')sR + R'+    2    flrJr,
T>R + R'

where

a(R,R') = n(rkrkr'k)    ^od 2.

Hence if a(R, R') = 1 mod 2 then

¿rsr' _ sr+r-+    2    aTsT

(4.1) Suppose that x, andy¡ are sequences of elements of A', where

xty} = sB'.i+   2   arST-
T>Rt,i
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Suppose for i^k or for j^=l that RUj^Rk¡¡. The elements x¡, y, are then linearly

independent in A'.

The proof is quite clear. For in any set of elements Fu there is at least one.

We need now a few computations (see Landweber). Let sk denote sA* and let

sk k denote s2V

(S2pS2q + x)(xlx2 • • • Xn)   =   S2py2_, Xl"       X2 ' ' ' Xn)

_   X*  v2g + 2v2p + l v
— /_, Xx        -*2 ' ' '-*n>

(s2q + xS2p)(xx- --xn) = i2s + i(2 xfp + 1x2- ■ -xn)

_   X* v2p + 2g + 2v v     i   ^C  v2p + lv2« + 2 v
— ¿_,Xl A2'  '  ' An"t- ^ Xi A2 An,

and

(1) S2pS2q + i+ S2q + iS2p   =  Í2p + 2« + l-

Similarly

\¿) s2ps2p — sip

so that s2« + i=(s2)2". Also

(3) s2p + iS2q + i = s2q + 1s2p + i,       (s2p + i)   = 0.

Moreover for k > 1,

(Sqn-sk)(xi-- -xm) = Sc7"(2 xki + 1x2- ■ xn)

= 2-, II     r     I 2-i Xl -^ ' ' '*n-r + l*n-r + 2 *' ' I

= Zf +rl)s^r-Sq^(xi---xm)

and

(4) #?% "'5;(* r^r'^""''     /t>L

Recall that F is generated by i2 and the Sqk. Since sx e y<=F and s2 e T we

obtain inductively that i2fc + 1 e F from í2fc + i=í252í:-i-r'J2fc-i5'2. Since .V-i e Sf,

the new information here is that s2k-±e T for k^2]. Also i2f= + i e F.

It follows from (4) that

(5) Sqn-s2* = i2'c-S?'l + J2'C + i-Sc7'l-1 + 52't + i-S^-2'£+J2^i + i-Sc7''-2'c-1,

_ V /2A: + 2\ n_r
ScJ   "isfe-H  ~ 2-i\      r      )S2k + r + l'Sq

(6)
=  ¿i n2r^2k + 2r + l'Sqn      T.

(4.2) F has as additive basis all

X = (i|2i|*. • -4f • • -Xsl'sVn^-- .)s«i-0-'3-o-0-o-<-tO--i

where ek = 0 or 1 and where all but a finite number of the parameters are zero.
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Proof. Letting

x, = (jSa44---)(f§B48---),

y} = ^.0.^.0.0.0.rv-)^

Rt.i = irx, <¡2, r3, «4, *s> 0, r1, e8,...),

we see that xiyj = sR'.i + higher terms. Linear independence then follows from (4.1).

That every element of F can be written as a linear combination of elements in the

form X follows from (1), (2), (3), (5), (6).

(4.3) Theorem. Consider A' as a T-module under left multiplication by T. Then

A' is a free T-module with basis all elements sB for all R with r2i _ j = 0, r2*

= 0 mod 2, r2s_! = 0 mod 2 for s^2j.

Proof. That A' is a free F-module follows from Milnor-Moore [6], but this is

also self-contained. Let

xi = (si244- ■ -)0i549- ■ ■)s"1'0,r3'0""'

yf _ s(0.ara.0,are.af5,r9....)j

R(J = irj, 2r2 + e2, r3, 2ri + ei, 2rb + e5, r6,. . .).

Then xiy, = sBt.i + \arger terms. Hence the elements y,- are linearly independent in

A' considered as a F-module, using (4.1). Since every * is of the form Ritj it is clear

from induction that the elements x,j; generate A' as a vector space, and hence the

y i generate A' as a F-module. The theorem follows.

There is a ring homomorphism a: A' —> A' defined by

cc(s2R) a(sR') = 0 if*'/ 2*.

For consider a polynomial algebra

M = Z2[xj, ...,xk,...]

and in it consider the subalgebra

N = {y2 | yeM}.

Now each sR acts on M and s2R(y2) = (sB(y))2, ss'(.y2) = 0 for *V2*. Thus if

*'#2* then sR' acts trivially on N, and there is the commutative diagram
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where M~ N is the squaring map. Thus we let a(sR') be the unique sB with com-

mutativity holding in

In particular, <x(s2,2)=j2, aiSq2k) = Sqk, a(s2) = 0, aiSq2k + 1) = 0, and a(U) = T

where U is the subalgebra generated by s2, s2_2 and the Sqk. It follows that a maps

A'/U+ -A' onto A'/T+-A'.

(4.4) Theorem. The homomorphism a: A' -> A' induces an isomorphism

A'/U+-A'xA'/T+-A'

of vector spaces.

Proof. We need the following multiplication formulas.

(1) S2¡2S¿k-2 + Sik-2S2¡2 = sik + 2,

(2) s2,2s2,2+s2,2Si+s2s2,2,2=siA,

(3) is2k¡2k) =S2k+1,2k->-1, k'^2,

(4)   S2k_3¡2k_3Siti+SiS2k + x¡2k-s+SitiS2k-3t2k-3 + (     2    )J2Jc + 5,2k-3=^2fc + l,2k+l-

It follows from (1) that sik + 2 e U. Hence also s8k + 4 = Cs4k + 2)2 e U,... and all

sk e U. It follows from (2) that siA e U and from (3) that s2"i2" e U for all k.

Finally (4) implies that Safc+i,a&+i e U for all k.

To prove the theorem, we have only to check that the elements sB for which

'V -1 = 0, r2s _ j = 0 mod 4 for s ̂  2', r2* = 0 mod 4, r2i = 0 mod 2 for / ̂  2j generate

Ä as a t/-module. For clearly the epimorphism A'/U+ A' -> A'/T+ -A' maps

these elements into a basis.

Fix m and consider all * with ||*|| =m. The largest such sB is jAm and j4»e U +.

Fix * and assume that for every *' > * with || R'\\=m that iB' is expressible in

terms of the proposed basis elements. Also suppose that every sB" is expressed in

terms of the proposed base elements if ||*"|| <m. Let R=(rt, r2,...).

Case 1. If some r2*_i = t¥=0 then

stA2k-is(ri.r2k_2,o,r2k,...) _ sä-(-larger terms.

Hence in this case sB can be suitably expressed.

Case 2. r2*=t=4r+e where e = 1, 2 or 3. Taking the case e=3 we have

j2k-j(ri.r2'c-i'4r + 2'r2i;+i'--' = sB+larger terms

and sR is expressed in terms of the proposed base elements. Similarly if e=l.
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Taking the case e = 2 we have

s2k,2ksCri.v-i»*r....) = jB +larger terms

and this case follows.

Case 3. r2k + i=4r + e where e= I, 2 or 3. This goes exactly as Case 2.

Case 4. r2k = 2r+\, kJ=2J.

%i(ri"-'2t-r2r'-> = jK + larger terms.

Since s2ke U + , this case follows.

If none of the above hold, then sR is one of the proposed base elements. The

theorem follows.

5. The main theorems. Recall that in §2 we have identified H*(MO; Z2) with

the algebra A' = A ® Z2 of §4. If TV* is the unoriented cobordism group, there is

also the pairing A' Cg) TV* ->Z2 mapping sR ® [AT] into sR[M}. Letting /T = "> A'k

where A'k is generated by all sR with ||F|| =k, we have

A'k ® Nk -> Z2.

Recalling that  S^czA'  is  the  Steenrod  algebra,  we  know  from  Thorn  that

(£f+ -A')k ® TVfc -> 0 and that i«e induced map

(5.1) (^7^+-^%®TV,->Z2

is a dual pairing.

Consider now the ring F=> S? of §2. Define Pk as the subgroup of Nk consisting of

all [M} e Nk such that (s2- js)[AT] = 0 for all sR of degree k — 2. Alternatively, Pk is

the annihilator of (F+ -A')k in A' ® Nk^>Z2 and thus there is the dual pairing

(A'/T+-A')k®Pk->Z2.

(5.2) P=2Fc is a subalgebra o/TV*.

Proof. If [M], [AT'] e F, then

(s2-sR)[MxM'}=      2      (s2sRi)[M}sR2[M']
R1 + R.2=R

+     2     sRi[M}-(s2sR)[M'}
R]_ + T?2 = Ä

and [MxM']eP.

(5.3) Theorem. There exist generators [AT2], [AT*4], [AT5],... for TV* as a poly-

nomial algebra over Z2 such that P is the polynomial subalgebra with generators

[M2]2, [AT4]2, [AT6], [AT8]2, [AT9]2, [AT10],.... Here every [M2k + 1} and every [AT2*]

occurs to the power two and every [M2k} with k^2> to the power one.

Proof. We know that (A'/T+ ■ A')k and Pk are dually paired. In (4.3) the dimen-

sion of (A'/T+ -A')k has been obtained and it agrees with that of the above poly-

nomial subalgebra. Hence we have only to show the existence of a polynomial
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basis for A* such that [M2k + 1]2, [M2"]2 e P and [M2k] eP for k #2'. In the first

cases the choice is arbitrary since

(s2sR)[MxM] = ^s2sRi[M]-sR2[M] + ^sRi[M]-s2sR2[M] = 0.

Thus we have only to show the existence for k jí 21 of an [M2k] e P2k with s2k[M2k]

= 1. From (4.3) we know that s2k $ T+ -A' for k^2'. Since

(A'/T+-A\®Pk^Z2

is a dual pairing, there exists [M2k] eP2k with s2k[M2k]= 1. The theorem follows.

(5.4) Theorem. Define Qk to be the set of all cobordism classes [M]e Nk such that

(i) (s2-sR)[M] = 0, all R with \\R\\ =k-2, and

(ii) (s2¡2-sR)[M]=0, all * with ||*||=fc-4.

Let ß = 2 Qk- Then Q is a subalgebra o/A* and Q=P2 = {x2 \ x eP}.

Proof. It is readily checked that Q is a subalgebra, and this is left to the reader.

We have a dual pairing

(A'/U+-A')k® Qk^Z2

and an isomorphism

a:A'/U+-A' X A'/T+-A'.

It is also readily checked that if M ePk then [M]2 e Q2k. The diagram

Pk-» Horn [iA'/T + A\, Z2]

f « V

02k-> Horn [(A'/U +A')2k, Z2]

is commutative, where f(x) = x2. Hence/is an isomorphism and Q2k = (Pk)2. The

theorem follows.

It follows immediately from (5.3) that P2k + i = 0. Hence in (5.4) we may replace

(ii) by

(ii)' (s2¡2-sB)[M] = 0 when dim M=2k, ||*|| = 2k-4.

Let E2k denote the subgroup of N2k consisting of all cobordism classes repre-

sented by a weakly almost complex manifold M2k such that its Chern numbers

satisfy

C2. + i<V •  ch[M] = 0,       r = 0, 1, 2,....

Note that this condition is equivalent whether the stable tangent bundle or the

normal bundle is used to define Chern classes. Let F=2 E2k.

(5.5) Theorem. The subalgebras E, P and Im (ü.%" -> A*) of A* satisfy E^P*,

Im(QSp^A*)<=P8.
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Proof. The map g: MSp -> MO has g*(siR) = 'sR mod 2, g*(sR') = 0 for FV4F.

Hence for each [AT] in Im (Q.%p -> TV*) we have sR'[AT] = 0 for FV4F. From (3.6)

and (3.7) we have

(siA*-sR)[M] = 0,       (se^-sB)[M} = 0,

the second holding in case dim M=%k and ||F|| =8fc—16.

From ír'[M] = 0 unless F' = 4F it follows that [M} = [M'Y for some [AT']. For

define A'^Z2 by ír—^i4R[AT]. Alternatively there is a2: A'-> A' and

a2(x) -»- x[M}, which is well defined. Then a2(SqinsiR) = SqnsR, hence SqnsB -* 0

and the homomorphism .4'->Z2 kills Sf+-Ä. Hence there is an [AT'] with

5R[AT'] = s4R[M], and [AT] = [AT']4. Then

(sA2-sR)[M'} = 0,       (s2A2-sR)[M'} = 0,

the latter holding in case dim M=Sk. Then by (5.4) and the remark following it,

we have [AT'] eP2 and Im (Q.%" -^ N*)<=PB. In exactly the same way using (3.8)

we see that E^P1.

6. Remarks and questions, (a) It can be shown that every [AT] ePk is a Wall

manifold, i.e.

w2wh ■ ■ ■ wip[M} = 0,    all ix,..., ip.

Thus F is contained in the Wall subalgebra W of TV*. Clearly P^W since F5 = 0

and W$^0. It would be interesting to have a characterization of F as a subalgebra

of W. A generator for W6 can also serve as generator for F6. Hence [AT6] can be

taken to be the CF(2) bundle over the Klein bottle used by Wall. I have not tried to

obtain models for all the generators M2k.

(b) From §3 one gets the impression that one might try to study divisibility

relations between Chern numbers in terms of the algebra A. The advantage is that

the Adams operations on A<^K(MU), when suitably stabilized, can be put in

terms of the multiplication of A. Can one understand the Stong results [9] on

K(MU) <g> £2g^Z

purely arithmetically? Can one use A to make a general arithmetic of divisibility

relations?

(c) In (5.5) it has been shown only that E^P*, but it seems safe to conjecture

E=Pi. Since F4 is a polynomial algebra with generators of dimensions

16, 32, 40, 24, 64, 72, 40,..., it would be enough to exhibit generators in F in these

dimensions. Generators in dimension 16, 32, 64,... were constructed in §1. By

messy calculations I have shown the existence of an AT24. Hence in dimensions

A:<40 we have Ek = (Pi)k. Are there polynomial generators of F| whose stable

tangent bundles are complexifications of real bundles? Here the first unanswered

dimension is 24.

(d) IsIm(£2*p^TV*)=P8?
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